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Introduction
Once somebody asked me if I ever saw a clock with day and date indication in Dutch. The
background of this question appeared to be his helping of a friend, whose memory was deteriorating
as a result of advancing age. Thereby the old man gradually was losing knowledge of day and time.
In fact the desired kind of clock existed, but unfortunately only in English and the old friend was no
longer able to understand this language either. At this point I suggested to present date, day and time
by means of a computer. The rather simple program was soon performed, but at the same time I
realized that a computer offered a much wider potential. As a next step a collection of old and new
photos was added, changing a photo every hour. Long forgotten photos turned out to stimulate the
friend’s memory and soon a few hundred photos were implemented.
Furthermore, a reminder at bedtime was added: the computer screen turned to black with the text;
“Sleep well”, the program starting again the next morning at seven. To point out that it was bedtime
at eleven, a black screen with the text 'Sleep well' at eleven p.m. and at half past twelve the screen
became all black and next morning at seven the normal program started again.
Unfortunately, the old friend’s memory became worse and worse. He would leave home at moments
that a nurse would arrive for help, and often he forgot to take his medication. For this reason
warnings were added to the program in order to remind him to taking his medicine, as well as on
planned visits of a nurse or on necessary medical treatments. And titled ‘Miscellaneous’, any desired
message could be made visible on the screen.
Taking a meal was also often forgotten. Therefore at five p.m. the photo of a microwave oven was
present, accompanied by a spoken announcement that the time had come to heat the meal. At six this
message was repeated, this time followed by the wish ‘Enjoy your meal’.
Birthday dates of dear persons were introduced into the program together with a photo of this dear
person and, if wished, by a short melody, appropriate to the occasion.
It meant great satisfaction to the person, who inspired me to this programming, as well as for myself,
when my inspirer received a birthday wish by phone from his old friend; he did read his birthday
message on the screen!
This is a program as a supplement for one’s own deteriorating memory. It is, of course of major
importance that nurses, or the informal care, updates the information regularly on actual messages,
moments for taking medicines, birthdays and photo series. The program is constructed in such way
that a limited knowledge of the computer will be sufficient for this purpose. After a short explanation
a nurse can also use the program for monitoring medicine use. Moreover, the program is multilingual.
Nowadays, computers are affordable and even an old computer can serve well, if a 19’’ screen or
bigger is connected. For use by my mother I installed a mini PC with Windows XP, while the original
15’’ screen was replaced by a 19’’ one, positioned well in sight at the living room. Fortunately, her
mind remained rather clear up to her last year. Therefore no spoken messages to announce meals
needed to be installed. Just a photo on the screen turned out to be sufficient. By contrast, warnings to
take medicines appeared to be indispensable. Also the announcements of birthdays were very useful.
For her weekly, miscellaneous messages as: ‘Phone an old friend’, was just the impulse to do so. She
enjoyed ‘her’ computer very much, although keyboard and mouse never left a cabinet at her home
and neither did she ever touch the computer or any accessories herself.
It was her relatives, who fulfilled this task.
Don't wait until one’s memory becomes bad. Better to get accustomed to the presence of the
program, when there is still enough time to do so. Moreover, this means fun too!
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What’s special in version 19.34 NF
Out of Memory Standard (SE) program and Pro (PE) are now combined in the NF (New Formula) a
complete new engine inside special arranged for Win 10+++. The program warns when it is time to
take the medication, the PRO setting communicates wirelessly by means of a push button by the
medicines and stores the medicine data history into the program. Both settings, warning and
controlling are available in the NF version.
1. The possibility to replace the entire background by a photo on special days, such as Christmas,
New Year, Easter, Thanksgiving, first day of spring, for all kinds of holidays.
A background with pine branches on Christmas or a screen full of eggs on Easter and the
screen looks completely different. That underlines that there is something special and it's extra
fun to look at the screen that day. (Press the key "background" in the Toolbox menu to install).
2. On request a medical and a miscellaneous message may produce a clear sound on all hours
(default setting). In this way the messages on the screen get maximum attention. The program
might remain usable even when the memory is further deteriorating.
3. Make your own spoken messages if necessary , birthdays, meals and medical messages for more
attention.
4: In particular for younger users, it looked some boring. But a screen beautified with all kinds of
eye catching embellishments, might cause that the messages will not get enough attention. However
since Version 16.54, it made a turnaround to create a more fun-looking screen without the risk of
losing attention. From now on, pastel shades as wallpaper and also the option of continuous changing
colors in two adjustable speeds.
5: Touch screens nowadays are more and more common. As soon as the setting in the tool menu is
created, if necessary to type something, a keyboard will become on the screen. Under the Alt
button a keyboard expansion for special characters.
If ready, the entire screen can be locked to prevent unwanted changes on the touch screen
afterwards.
Good!
There are users of the program who still are able to maintain the program themselves and are really
proud to do so.

Attention!
At some computers it is not possible to unzip the downloaded file into the default
"C:\temp" directory. In that case change the C directory into D directory (D:\temp).
Go to the directory with the unzipped files, double-click on the "Setup.exe" file and the
installation will start.
A.J. Riemersma info@outofmemory.nl
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Can I install the ‘ Out of Memory’ program on an iPad or Android tablet?

No, only a Windows tablet may work, but desktop PCs or laptop computers must stand or lie just in
front of someone due to its small size. The most used applications for tablets are visiting Web sites,
watching movies, communication and games. Fun, also for mentally rather healthy people who are
still active, but if someone is mentally too much deteriorated then it becomes impossible.
On sense and nonsense of improving memory by games (Apps) even experts do not agree. Prof. Dirk
de Ridder, neurosurgeon of the Antwerp University, even called this unrealistic and unscientific.
(EOS magazine nr. 1 January 2008)
None of the tablets has a screen that is large enough to be read at some distance, especially
because eyes (ears?) of the mostly elderly users often will be not so good anymore. Sometimes a
bigger screen can be added to a tablet but that makes everything more expensive. Tablets must stay
connected to the outlet power, because the program is running day and night. A wireless keyboard,
a power device, separate speakers and the difference between a PC and a tablet will be very small in
practice. Tablet computers are not really suitable for the target group.
Out of Memory is not like other computer programs, it is a semi medical application for people
who are mentally deteriorated and will support them to go longer than otherwise. The most notable
difference with all kinds of other programs is that there is no need to be carried out on the
computer by the person for which the program is intended.
The informal caretaker fills in all messages, a birthday, makes the photo series, and keeps the
medication messages always up to date. The persons for whom the program is intended, only
LOOKS at what appears on the screen during the day Time, date, part of the day, the photos, reads
the messages, medicines, listens to spoken messages and hopefully uses it all. It means a passive
interaction with a PC for him or her. How long and whether it can be applied, depends on too many
personal factors to make a reasonable estimate.
Is the program only suitable for people with Alzheimer's-like symptoms or brain damage?
No, certainly not, for example, it is also very suitable for people with only forgetfulness due to age.

Is the house already full of (yellow) memo stickers? Usually this does not work
properly. Then it is time to consider trying out the free 'Out of Memory' program.
Is Out of Memory suitable for everyone?
No, it will depend on the person. Just as not everyone is willing to wear a hearing aid or will not use a
walking stick, not everyone will accept the ‘Out of Memory’ program.
But it is always worth trying. The program is free and with a (old) PC or a compute stick, pluggedin a large flat screen, or a notebook, well in sight, with some smart selected photos in series, after a
few weeks it will be clear whether a permanent facility could succeed.
Funny, once I received an email from a lady who installed her notebook with the Out of
Memory program by her mother and now she doesn’t want to return it.
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The informal care plays a decisive role in all this.
If the informal caregiver regularly provides new nice series of photos, birthday entries, sometimes
with nice added music and if medication and other messages will be tracked regularly, then there
will be attention to the screen and the impact of the program will be maximal.

What is the best size of the screen?
That depends on the distance to the screen and the eyesight of the user; 19 inch is really minimal
on two meters away from the place where the user usually is. Verify that the user can then read it.
This may become less over time so that a larger screen should come later. A widescreen display
offers no advantage, but the bigger the screen; the better everything will be noticed. The program
automatically scales with the screen size and screen resolution. Big speaker boxes, with a louder and
better sound may also contribute.

From the seat in front of the TV, one can also keep an eye on Out of Memory.
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Installation
The program needs only a small partition at the hard disk (Win XP – Win 10 +++). However, what
use more space are the many photo series and sounds, music and spoken warnings to come.
Do not install screen- or energy savers, because for appreciable periods there will be no key or
mouse touched. Also the hard disk must permanently be turned on. Thanks to the modern flat
(lcd, led) screens, the electricity consumption is limited and these screens will not burn-in.
A screen aspect ratio of 4: 3 will do, 16: 9 may also suffice. Screen resolutions of 1024 x 768 Dpi.
or higher can be used. Nowadays 1920 x 1080 Dpi. is mostly used. With a higher screen resolution
there is a better overview for the administrator. If the program is downloaded, the files will be
unzipped by default in a "C:\temp" directory, but at some computers “D:\Temp” is necessary. Go
to that directory; double-click on the ‘Setup.exe’ file, follow the instructions and the program will be
installed. It is useful to place an icon link on the screen.
Since probably only this program will be used on this PC, it is also useful to link it in the start up.
Then the program comes automatically on the screen after starting the PC.
Note: Before the program can be uninstalled, the startup link should be deleted first, restart the PC
and then uninstall the program.

First start
Only once at the first startup the following menu comes on the screen, but also during the
program, the language for the user and the administrator always can be changed. Choose the
relevant available language and the program starts-up.
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Note: The language on your own screen will be the language that you selected before or can be
changed later in the program.

The first sight is simple: Date, time, a photo and a blank screen. But that is precisely the intention.
No confusing buttons, sliders and meters. We are dealing with people who have difficulties enough,
the simpler the better.
There are 8 photos included by default, consequently only the first eight hours a new photo.

And what now?
Just move the cursor over the screen. There will appear at location a mouse (click for a new photo
series), a pocket watch (accelerated view photos), an arrow (minimize screen), a stop sign (left), a
wrench (tool settings window) and a globe (language change) under the cursor.
Note: The tool settings window also appears when the cursor touches the top of the screen.
On the remaining parts of the screen there is no cursor. The push buttons are still there but without
moving the cursor, they are invisible in order to keep the screen simple. Under the umbrella some
program data.
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Once the cursor no longer moves, the mouse pointer disappears from the screen. The mouse pointer is
only necessary during the update of the program.
A double click on the 'stop icon' is the way to exit the program. A double click on the ‘Arrow
icon' will minimize the program to a button in the left down corner. This enables using the PC
temporarily for other applications without leaving the program. A double click on the left minimize
button and the program is back in normal size on screen.
Note: The medication messages window will appear in normal size on the screen when the
program is 'minimized'. However, some programs push the medicine window backwards and
make it invisible on the screen, but the sound of medicine time will still be heard.

Now, the real work starts with a double click on the 'wrench' icon, which appears when the cursor
is moved over it, or move the cursor to the top of the screen. The ‘tool’ window appears on the
screen.
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In the ‘tool’ window that appears, the operation options are housed, except for the language
settings. Language settings will be usually set or changed once; therefore it is kept separate from the
frequently used settings of the options in the ‘tool’ window. So, only under the ‘globe’ icon
languages can be changed after a double click. (See p. 8 and 22).

Messages
The default setting in the ‘tool’ window is ‘Multi’. Multiple messages will be show simultaneously,
both the Medical and the Miscellaneous one. The messages are separated by means of a doubleheaded arrow: ' >> '. ‘Single’ setting shows only one message (as well the medical as the
miscellaneous), at a time on the screen. The hierarchy is here: one-time messages before the
weekly, then the biweekly and after those the monthly messages.
Note: Apply this ‘Single’ setting only when all those messages together will be too burdensome for
the user.

Red, a ‘medical’ message
Click on ‘Medical’, determine whether it is a one-time a weekly a biweekly or a monthly message.
On the expiration of the set time, the one-time messages will be cleared. Place the cursor on the entry
area, fill in the entire date for a one-time, for a weekly: the day of the week, biweekly: the day in
which week or the day of the month. Then fill in until what time the message on the screen must
remain.
Type the message now, it appears as a simulation on the Red (medical) field. If ready, click on the
‘Test’ button to verify the message on the screen, click on the ‘Add’ button, and click on ‘Exit’
(Testing messages is only possible if there is no message on the screen).
At any hour, the message will be during one-minute on/off visible on the screen and there is
(default) a short clear sound, unless disabled (sound on/off, tool window). By this way, the messages
get maximum attention.
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As already seen during the test, the picture on the screen is invisible. This is because medical
messages have a compelling character. So it’s not easy to elude attention. If the specified time is
exceeded, a message disappears from the screen and if there are no other messages, the photo will be
visible again.

Green, the 'Miscellaneous' communication
The ‘Miscellaneous' category has the same features as the 'Medical' one. The character, however,
is less compelling than the medical and might be used for visits to come or other communications of
a general kind (e.g. Weekly morning till twelve o’clock: ‘the library is open this morning. Go there
and search for a nice reading book’.

Messages
The default setting in the tools window is ‘Multi’. Multiple messages will be shown simultaneously,
both the medical and the miscellaneous ones. The messages are separated by means of a doubleheaded arrow: ' >> '. ‘Single’ setting, shows only one message at a time on the screen, both the
medical and the miscellaneous. The hierarchy is here: one-time messages before the weekly, then
the biweekly and after those the monthly messages. Note: Apply this ‘Single’ setting only when all
those messages together will be too burdensome for the user.
Click at ‘miscellaneous’, determine whether it is a one-time, a weekly a biweekly or a monthly
message. On the expiry of the set time, the one-time messages will be cleared. Place the cursor on the
entry area, fill in the entire date for one-time, weekly: the day of the week, biweekly: the day in
which week or the day of the month. Then fill in till what time the message on the screen must
remain.
At any hour, the message will be during one-minute on/off large on the screen and there is (default)
a short clear sound, unless disabled (sound on/off, tool window). In this way, the messages get
maximum attention.
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After filling-in the data, a message as above will be the result on the screen. When the set time (in
this case 4 p.m.) is exceeded, the message disappears from the screen.

Bi-weekly messages

The only additional action is: First it has to be filled-in for a bi-weekly message if the message must
start either THIS week or NEXT week. Apart from this there is no difference between weekly or biweekly Medical and Miscellaneous messages.
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Blue, the birthdays, with or without photo and ‘party’ music
Everyone needs a Birthday calendar. It is always nice to have year olds with a photo, or if that is not
available, to apply the standard photo, a bunch of roses. Below the entry that is the year old and
available phone number. Then they will be called and so a feeling of solitude is avoided. Birthday’s
is music for the dearest persons and: for the user of the program him/herself off course.
Note: Delete a birthday message immediately if someone has died. It is all the more poignant if on
that anniversary birthday music would be heard! (Database, messages)
Fill in the date correctly and if there is music added, fill in at what time this should be heard. E.g.
during teatime, or in the evening just after dinner, will be often the ideal moments. If the music time
is filled in, the push button ‘Birthday music’ appears on the screen.
Please enter the year of birth and the computer shows the age of the year. Go with the cursor over
the best appropriate color for the age entry on the photo. The age of the year appears at the photo
bottom right.

Install a photo by pressing on the button ‘Apply photo’. A menu will appear that, provided if present,
a photo of the year can be applied. If there is no suitable photo, a default photo ‘Roses’ can be
added to decorate the birthday message.
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If no photo is installed, only the blue window with a birthday text will appear on the screen.
When there was filled in a time for music, (hour), the ‘Birthday music’ button can be clicked on. In
the sound window that appears, if available on the PC, birthday music can be selected.
(*.wav). Press on ‘Test’ and the message is OK, click on the ‘Apply’ button.

Select appropriate birthday music, perhaps a self-made song, like: ‘Happy birthday to you’.
Type the message now. Year olds, born on the same day, must share the message together. The
message appears as a demo on the blue (birthday) window, click on the test button to verify how the
message will show on the screen, click the ‘Add’ button, and click the ‘Exit’ button afterwards.
Make the birthday sound yourself ? (see page 37)

On the birthday date for example, a photo with the blue heading, is visible on the screen above.
Be sparing with music, it can also lead to confusion or restless behavior. Use music only for special
birthdays.
It is also very practical to make a blue window only three days before someone's birthday. With a
text warning that it is time to send a birthday card to the year old. Such as: ‘your sister Mary has her
birthday after three days. Send her a beautiful birthday card today.’
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A special day, a photo as background on the screen

Click on the ‘background’ button in the tool window and the window below is shown:

Click once on the ‘Demo background’ button and see what a difference such a background makes. It
shows more restless than the normal screen and therefore it is only for a few days a year.
A nice screen filled up with Christmas tree branches. Ten times in a year maximum, a day with a
photo as background. Beware; Easter is on a different date each year!
Fill in from left to right: the name of the day, the month, and the day. Press on the ‘Photo" button
that is now enabled and the window below appears on the screen.

Select the desired photo, see schematic how this looks as a background, if wanted choose a different
one, press the ‘OK’ button and the picture is present on the line. Press the ‘Test’ key and the line is
ready.
If the photo is no longer used for any reason, press the "Off" button on this line and the photo will no
longer appear on the screen. Data and photos can always be changed in any line.
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All messages, a data overview
When the program is in use for a while, new messages are added constantly. It is important to control
those.
Click on the ‘Message’ button in the ‘Tool’ window, and the ‘Database window’ appears.

Deleting messages
One-time messages are automatically cleared but the other messages have to be removed manually.
A list of all imported messages separated in three different columns are shown, medical,
miscellaneous and birthday’s messages.
Click on a message in the Medical, Miscellaneous or Birthday’s column and the content of the
message is shown. If the message has to be removed from the program, just click on the ‘Remove’
button.
At birthday’s messages photos and any added music will be removed too.
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Making photo series
This is certainly the most favorite category. It is sometimes a real brainteaser to know whom the
photos concerns, but there is one-hour time and the picture will return frequently. The photos also
motivate watching the screen and so messages will be noticed.
It means considerable work for the informal care. Many old photos must first be scanned but once
discovered how it is appreciated, it's just fun work. Mix old and new photos, but avoid order. The
more variety, the more surprises there will be.
It is better to avoid an exact multiple of 24 pictures of the photo series. Because then the photos
will always shown at the same time. Photo sizes: L: H ~ 3: 2
Open the Tools window, click in the category Photo’s on the ‘Add photo’ button.

The photo window above appears on the screen now. There are two options:

1. Put photos in a dedicated folder on the hard drive and make them to new series at the photo album.
2. Add or remove photos in already existing photo series on the hard drive.
Click on the button create ‘New Series’ or on the button ‘Increase Series’ (expand existing series).

New series. The left column, ‘Add photos to the PC’ appears on the screen.
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1. Use the left column to apply photos from an outside source e.g. CD, DVD or USB stick; check
these photos with the aid of the photo window by moving the cursor over the photo in the left
column. The photo will be enlarged, so that the quality can be monitored better. Select the
directory in the right column where these should be placed or added (If wanted, create a new
directory for this), select the directory where it has to be placed and add the desired photos via
the button ‘Add photo(s)>>’ to put photos into the directory on the hard disk. Click on the
‘Test’ button, and the series start as a demo. After the ‘Stop’ button a photo can optionally be
removed by means of the ‘Delete’ button, but that can also always be performed later (see p.
18).
2. Click at the ‘Continue’ button and the ‘album window’ with the photo series comes on the
screen. The most recently created series is the lowest.

Here is observable how many photo series are already linked to the album. Move the cursor or your
finger (touch screen) over the buttons. Sometimes the path is too long to see at the button. The whole
path is shown below in the window. Click a content key and that series starts. In total there is place
for fifty photo series. A photo series may contain hundreds of photos. So thousands of photos can
totally be added to the album.
Click a button and that series of photos will be shown on the screen, whether or not already equipped
with a sound.
Cancel the photo window now.
The default photos are intended primarily for the first start of the program.
However, the program will restart the default photos automatically in case there is a corrupt photo
in a series. In this way it will be prevented that the program ‘hangs’.

Do not exchange photo series too fast, repetition of photos is good to refresh the memory.
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Change the existing photo series.
Click on ‘Increase Series’ and the ‘Photo album’ window appears on the screen. Select the photo
series to change, remove photos and/or add photos and save the result. The already existing series in
the photo album is now changed.

Delete photos and photo sounds afterwards

Sometimes it appears that a user of the program becomes annoyed because of a particular photo or
sound. Using this option a photo or a sound can be quickly removed afterwards. Let the user point
out what photo or what sound this concerns, but remember that a little bit of annoying also tickles the
memory.
When the cursor will be moved over a photo, the communications below will be visible:






Upper left in yellow color the path of the photo series.
Right bottom corner the name of the photo in blue color.
Right corner, above the blue photo name a button to scroll through the photos.
On the top right corner a push button with a camera. Click this button and the actual
picture on the screen is removed.
Provided there is a sound to the photo that is heard: below the push button with the camera
there is a push button with a music note. Click the button and the sound of the photo on the
screen is deleted.

Move the cursor from the photo and the photo communications are not longer present.
No photos can be removed from default photos and from series with less than six photos.
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Link a sound to a photo
Sometimes it is nice, if an appropriate sound is heard after changing a photo. This can last a
minimum of five to a maximum of 15 seconds. Beware that it's a quiet sound, e.g. a bird sound, a
crow of a grandchild.
Click on the ‘Sound’ button in the column 'Photo sound' in the ‘tool window’ and the following
window appears on the screen.

Click on ‘Select a photo series’ and the ‘photo album’ appears. Click on a series to add a sound.
Select a photo in the blue ‘Destination photo’ column to which a sound effect should be added and
the grey 'Sound source' column appears on the screen. Find a suitable sound (*.wav), this may be
from the hard drive, as well from an external source (CD, DVD, USB stick etc.).
The sound slider is adjustable between 5 and 15 seconds for the sound duration time of all added
sounds.
Click at the relevant sound file and click at the ‘Add a sound’ button. Now the sound is added and
is also heard according to the time duration setting of the slider. Don't overdo the number of photos
with sound.
To remove a sound: Click in the blue 'Destination' column on a sound (*. wav) with the same
name as a photo and after a click on the ‘Remove a sound’ button, the sound of this photo is
removed.
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Background color settings

Open the tool window by using the mouse cursor to the upper side of the screen

In the top right corner there is the framework ‘Background color’ settings. Here are three sliding
counters. The colors red, green and blue can be set individually after and click on the ‘Manual'
button.
The other possibility is ' Speed disco' and ' Slow disco'. At speed disco, the colors will change
within a few minutes and will changing continuous. At slow disco it takes hours before a color
clearly changes. Fast or slow color change, or a fixed color is a personal preference.
There are more than two million color variations possible.
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Medication messages on the screen
For taking medicines in time, the following option might help.
In the 'tools' window there is a heading 'Medicines'. Click the button ‘Medicine times’ and the
‘Medicine warnings' window appears. This is the window for arranging medicine messages on the
screen in order to warn that it is time to take medicines.
These messages can appear on the screen accurately on the minute with an adjustable duration of
one to thirty minutes.
At the start on the screen, during fifteen seconds a sound and a message and photo will be shown in
turn. Then only the message continues with date and time until the adjusted time runs out.
Date and time are an additional control, especially in combination with a weekly filled medicine box
or sealed medicines (Baxter role), that also lists the date and time for medication use.









Type the medication message in the red box, number and type of pills, dissolve in water etc.
a suppository, a week box or sealed medicines (Baxter role) or just that it is time for the
medicines. Choose a different font color for each message by clicking on a color button.
Choose the most appropriate photo, some glass of water with pills or the ‘Baxter role’ for
each medication.
Set the time, hours, and minutes and how long the message should remain on the screen.
Choose a sound 1 t/m 6, or 7 to apply your self made sound (*.wav) please not too long!
Click ‘Demo and the message will be displayed on the screen as a demo.
Click on ‘Add line’, the time sequence of the message lines is not important. For a quick
overview of the medication set times, there is a red dot in the analogue clock now. (Small
dot stands up until 12: 00 AM, or a big dot from 12.00 AM to bedtime).
Delete a medication message by clicking on a ‘Medicine’ timeline and click on the ‘Delete
line’ button or click ‘Delete all’ to remove all medication times.

Indeed, it is noted that this medication option gives no absolute guarantee that the medications will
be ingested. But, there is the Pro setting, a wireless option to improve this. See page 29.
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Time to eat and adding spoken messages

If the program is installed, by default between five and six PM, the microwave oven will be shown
on the screen. A number of four meals can be set, each accompanied by their own, photo and if
wanted with a spoken message to give extra attention, and if really necessary also spoken one hour
later.
In the ‘Tools’ window, the column 'Message and the dinner time ' can be chosen to fill in a meal
and can be tested directly by clicking the ‘Test’ button. While holding down the left mouse key on
the ‘Test’ button, the photo appears on the screen and, if added, the first warning to get a meal is
pronounced. If the button is released again, the picture disappears and if added, the second spoken
message will be pronounced too. This is the way in which this ‘time to eat’ message will function
every day.
However, spoken messages must be used only if there is an urgent need for it, otherwise all this
talking causes only turmoil.

Open the ‘Tools’ window and click in 'Meal-time messages' on a button to fill in or to modify a
time to eat. Fill in the time to eat, hour and minute, click on the ‘Photo’ button and add an own
'time to eat' photo. Click on the ‘Text at photo’ button, type a text and choose a color that will be
clearly visible on the chosen photo.
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Click on the ‘Spoken message’ and the window above comes on the screen. Choose the appropriate
spoken message and confirm it by pressing the ‘Apply before lunch’ push button and the message
will be heard. If there is no suitable message yet, make it yourself, (See page 37).
It might happen that sometimes a meal will be forgotten and then a spoken message ‘Apply after
lunch’ can be added too, such as: Did you take a meal? If ready, leave the menu with a click on the
Exit button.
Click on ‘Test’ and if the message is intended for lunch on the ‘Add lunch button.
(Same kind of action for the other meals)

‘Globe’, under the cursor for other language settings
Other 'user' languages
A separate group is people, who learned the language of a country at elderly age and lost it by
deteriorating memory. It is possible directly to change into a number of languages after a double
click on the globe directly (See page. 8).
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Some languages are not available in the program. They can be added by clicking on the ‘Other
language’ button. The window below appears after a click on the ‘Another language’ button. The new
made language can be used, after translating all the words, by a click on the ‘Apply’ button. Foreign
letters can be created with the 'Ascii characters' button and the accompanying figures.

Another ‘Administrator’ language

Even if the program is already installed, the language of the Administrator can be changed. For
example, a helpful Swedish person, who speaks a little English, likes to help. After a click on the
‘Administrator’ select button the available languages for administrators are showed.*
* The number of available languages is still increasing. Higher program version numbers get more
languages.
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Choice of clock
Default after the first startup, the clock on the screen is an analogue clock. This can be changed
to a digital clock in the ‘tool’ window. The clock can be changed in an analogue or a digital one at
any time. (‘Clock choice’, analogue or digital)
Note: In the analogue clock, red dots are shown at the times that the medication alerts are set,
smaller dots up to 12 hours, larger dots from 12 to 24 hours. In this way there is a fast, global
overview at the set of medication times. The digital clock lacks such indication.
NB. The text clock and the talking clock are disabled. (Only in Dutch)

Quick searching in the photos on the screen
On the right bottom side of the photo, a pocket watch becomes visible under the cursor (see also p. 6)
by moving the cursor over it. Double-click for a quick walk through the photos. (Max. 24 photos after
a double click). By a new double click; the rate will become normal again (1 photo per hour).

Memo Sticker
Sometimes it may be important to ‘glue’ a momentary communication on the screen, the famous
yellow memory sticker.
Click on ‘Memo sticker’ in the ‘tool’ window and it is pasted on the screen.
Type your message, determine the size of the sticker, move the cursor over the sticker and the text
will be adapted. ‘Glue’ the sticker on a spot where it can well be read such as half over the clock.
The display can be removed with a click on the cross button in the top right corner, but anyhow, the
next day it has ‘fallen’ off the screen.
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Time to sleep!
Click in the ‘tool’ window, on the ‘Bedtime option’ on the ‘Night’ button and the ‘Adjust time to
sleep’ window appears on the screen.

Fill in the sleeping time and the rising time. If someone is restless, start the black screen with music,
a calm start of the night, click on ‘Apply music, the ‘Apply’ button and ‘Exit’.
In the afternoon the black screen means that it is time for the afternoon nap. This might sometimes
help to bring more order in life, although most people will do a nap already of their own.
Well, and then it's bedtime. The screen is black now; at first there is still a while a 'Goodnight' on the
screen and then the screen becomes all black with only the night clock on it.
Nb. While applying the digital clock, the night clock will also be digital.

Till… tomorrow morning!
Attention! During the night, (black screen), the program can be terminated by a mouse
movement on the screen. This capability is meant in order to use the PC for other applications
during that period. However, Messages, pictures, etc. in the ‘Out of Memory’ program can only
be updated during the normal day screen. After a restart during the night, the black night
screen appears. Only photo series have to be reset the next day.
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Appendix
Install a new version of the program
Remove the old version of the program using the uninstall option of Ms Windows and install the
latest ‘Out of Memory’ version in the same directory.
Messages, photos, eating, sleeping, medication times, all that just works as before but with the
additional or better facilities of the new version.

Installing the program on another PC. (Only XP > XP and XP > Win 7-8)
To avoid remaking all existing messages on the other PC, birthdays, medicines etc. again, this
working method below has to be followed:
Remove the program, using the uninstall option of MS Windows. Copy the program directory
with the remaining content to a mobile hard disk, USB stick or CD-ROM. Create a directory with the
same name as before on the new PC and install the content.
Always install the latest version of the ‘Out of Memory’ program in the same directory. ‘Out of
Memory’ will use all content as before and simultaneously the additional facilities of the new version
are present and can be applied.
Note: The photo series must be placed in the same directories as on the previous PC, but if this is
not possible, delete all the series in the ‘Photo album’ after which the series can be installed
somewhere on the PC and must be linked to the photo album again with the ‘Photos’ option in the
‘Tool’ window (photo series pg. 16).

Out of Memory on a Mac or Linux PC
Out of Memory is a program for a Microsoft PC but with some adjustments it can also run on a
Mac, provided with Intel processor (s), or on a PC with Linux as operating system. The program
VNware (approx. 75 Euro) will create a so-called ‘Virtual Computer’. This creates a virtual
Microsoft PC. On a specially created space on the hard disk, a Microsoft OS system as XP, Vista or
Windows 7-8 can be installed. Install ‘Out of Memory’ on it and it will run as on a typical Microsoft
PC.

Out of Memory remote control
It is also possible as an administrator to handle the program remotely on another computer. All
actions are executable on distance. All the ‘tool’ window options, messages, medicines and
changing photo series are feasible. Both PCs need an Internet connection and an installed ‘remote’
software package.
A free program like ‘Team viewer’ works well: http://www.teamviewer.com/en/index.aspx
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Out of Memory Pro, an introduction
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Out of Memory Pro, extension of the standard (SE) program.
Introduction
Up to version 16, the program was only available as ' SE ' (Standard Edition).
The ' PE ' (Professional Edition), has control of the use of medication.
The Pro version has all the options of the standard version, but also a hardware feature that
wireless communicates with the Out of Memory program.
This communication is a plastic box with a button to press. At the top there is a wide strip of
Velcro with which various types of medicine roll holders can be fixed, Baxter roles and similar types.
In the same way also a medicine week box can be fixed on the communication box.
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How does it work?

The medication messages must be entered in the Out of Memory PE program in the same way as in
the ‘Standard’ SE version, only no duration time how long the medication messages must stay on
the screen.
When there is a message on the screen that it’s time to take the medicines, every two minutes there
is a warning signal.
After the user takes the medicines from the medicine role or out of the week box, they press the
button on the box. The medication message disappears from the screen.
What if there no medicines are taken? The medicine message will stay half an hour on the screen
with the warning signal every two minutes. Within that half an hour the button can be pressed, but
after that , the main screen returns.
As a half hour is passed without pushing the button, there will become a red circle around the
axis of the clock pointers or a red rectangle on the digital clock. This is a warning for the helping
care, but also to the user of the program itself. Is something wrong about the medication or are the
medicines not taken?

Helping care can open a medication database by a mouse cursor movement to the right side of the
screen. In this database the data of the last thirty medication times are stored. By clicking on the
button with the name 'graphic ' a graphic on the screen appears in which the history of the last thirty
medication times can be seen. It is easy to see how many minutes were between the start of the
message and pressing the button.

After closing the database menu, the red circle on the analog clock or the red rectangle on the digital
clock disappears.
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Medication messages on the screen
In the 'tools' window there is a heading 'Medicines'. Click at the button ‘Medicine times’ and the
‘Medicine warnings' window appears. This is the window for arranging medicine messages on the
screen in order to warn that it is time to take medicines.
At the start on the screen, during fifteen seconds a sound and the selected photo will be shown in
turn. Then only the message continues with date and time.
Date and time are an additional control, especially in combination with a weekly filled medicine box
or sealed medicines (Baxter role), that also lists the date and time for medication use.









Type the medication message in the red box, number and type of pills, dissolve in water etc.
a suppository, a week box or sealed medicines (Baxter role) or just that it is time for the
medicines. Choose a different font color for each message by clicking on a color button.
Choose the most appropriate photo, some glass of water with pills or the ‘Baxter role’ for
each medication.
Set the time, hours, and minutes.
Choose a sound 1 t/m 6, or 7 to apply your self made sound (*.wav) please not too long!
Click ‘Demo and the message will be displayed on the screen as a demo.
Click on ‘Add line’, the time sequence of the message lines is not important. For a quick
overview of the medication set times, there is a red dot in the analogue clock now. (Small
dot stands up until 12: 00 AM, or a big dot from 12.00 AM till bedtime).
Delete a medication message by clicking on a ‘Medicine’ timeline and click on the ‘Delete
line’ button or click ‘Delete all’ to remove all medication times.
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Placement and communication check.
Put the PC screen on a place that is well in sight to the user and try out a place for the medications
that not too far away from the PC. The maximum distance is ~ 10 meters, but walls and all kinds of
obstacles can hinder a good reception.
Start up the ' Out of Memory Pro ' program. Move the cursor with the mouse to the right side of the
screen and the medication data window comes up on the screen.
On screens with low resolution the medication window will not be fully on the screen but can be
dragged out in a better position.

Click on the 'Check communication' button and the screen turns orange.

Now press the button of the medicine box. If there is contact, the screen turns green while that
button is pressed. If it doesn't turn green, you need to find another place for the medicine box, and
try out until the screen is green while pressing.

Click by the mouse on the Exit button to return to the main screen if the communication is OK.
Note: Replace the batteries of the Communication box once a year.
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Medicine messages on the screen.
When a medicine message is entered, and the time is reached, at first fifteen seconds the selected
picture is flashing on the screen with the selected warning signal.

Next comes the medicine message on the screen with the warning signal every two minutes.

If there is no response coming from the medicine box in the first ten minutes, two changing photos on
the screen will show that the button on the medication box still must be pressed.

After pressing the button, the main screen returns on the screen or if not pressed the main screen
returns after 30 minutes.
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If the maximum thirty minutes have elapsed, the red circle appears around the axis of the clock
pointers of the analog clock. This will disappear after closing the medication data window.

Also the dates in the medication data window is red colored after thirty minutes and turns black
after closing the medication window.

In order to better understand the data, make a mouse click on a line. The data will be shown in the
'details' framework. There are maximum thirty medicine lines saved up. Elderly disappear from the
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database. So thirty data lines will even survey medicine overview over a week while using four times
medicines a day.
In the details framework of the medicine window there is also a button 'Graphic'. After clicking this
button an easy to read graphic window appears on the screen.

Here are the last thirty medicine times to see. Most of them are within ten minutes (green). Three
lines in the shaded area from ten till thirty minutes, visiting bathroom, doorbell rings, etc. and three
times, one after another, against the red top bar. There was not pressed on the push button of the
medication box. Because it was three times in succession, for example it would be possible that the
user was not at home and took the medicines hopefully somewhere else.

A click on the Exit button of the medicine data menu and both graphic window and medicine data
window disappears.

In the details framework of the medicine window there is also a button 'Graphic'. After clicking this
button an easy to read graphic window appears on the screen.
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Favorite music
Scientific research has shown that listening to favorite music may cause more
activity. Therefore, every day on a set time, a music track can be played to which the
user of the program has special memories, own played music or years of passion.
At first digitize the beloved music from old vinyl records or CD numbers (*. wav)

Click on the green button (Favorite music), in the toolbox and the installation menu
opens.

Enter the time on a day of the week and click on the green button, the menu scales-up.

Click on the green button of a day of the week now and select the favorite music in the
menu that opens. Click on the Save button and the music will be heard on the selected
day and time.
PS. In order not to disturb other pursuits, favorite music only on .10 Hrs and .40 Hrs.
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Add your own spoken notes
When program users needs more intensive assistance, it may be useful to add a
spoken note to the messages, to get extra attention. This option can be applied at meal
times, at medication times and at birthdays.
When you open one of options the mentioned above, red push buttons would be
visible.

The medicine menu has six standard sounds and a seventh push button to add a voice
note. Click on button 7 and a menu with a red button appears.

Click on the red push Record button and the recording menu opens.

If a microphone is connected, Click on ' Record ' and speak a note, wait 2 seconds and
click on 'Stop'.
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Since the introduction of 'Out of Memory', there was a serious
comment on the program:

How do you know for sure that someone has taken his medicines if the
medicine message was on the screen?

Now, indeed you don’t know sure. Maybe someone just missed the message. Or is it
still forgotten, a few minutes after the message disappeared of the screen. When you
put the message on the screen too long, the possibility exists that someone would take
his medicines again.

To minimize that risk, the Pro setting is developed.

With half hour duration time, sound alert, a self spoken message and the push button at
the medication box to confirm this at the PC, the chance that someone skips medicines
is much smaller and the informal care can check the database.

Information about Out of Memory Pro setting: mailto:info@outofmemory.nl
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Out of Memory on a touch screen
Touch screens, screens without keyboard and mouse are getting bigger, as extra
large tablet, notebook and also as a freestanding screen. That is why there is a screen
keyboard when there should be typed on the screen.

A click on the little keyboard button in the tool menu put the screen keyboard On or
Off.
The Keyboard will always appear on the bottom of the screen automatically when
something should be typed and will disappear with the conclusion of the option
afterwards.

When special characters are needed, one click on the Alt key in the keyboard and it
will be expanded.

Lock the screen
To avoid accidental changes on the screen, the screen can be locked.
Click on the ' Lock screen ' key under the keypad in the tool menu. After a warning on
the screen the action can be confirmed.
Only with a double click on the X that appears in the upper-left corner of the
screen, the screen can be unlocked.
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Please, read carefully the following:

I wish all the users of the programs and there helping care much success with the
program. I made the program with both standard and Pro setting without any own
profit for helping to improve the quality of life of people with memory problems.
The program in its present state was developed with the help of many suggestions from
informal caretakers and medical professionals. Thanks for this!
Please, inform me about your own experiences,

A.J. Riemersma info@outofmemory.nl
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